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* "Commanders must obtain a certain amount of
EXP to reach the next level. They can gain EXP
by finding, recruiting, and defeating foes during
battles. If the EXP is obtained through battles, it
is called 'Class EXP.' Class EXP is gained while
an item, such as a weapon, or a magic card, is
equipped on the character. If it is obtained by

completing quests, it is called 'Quest EXP.'
Quest EXP can be gained by completing quests
and leveling up in towns. * "In the game, your

goal is to obtain EXP by killing enemies, that is,
to command troops on the battlefield." *

"Players will be able to fight the same enemies
repeatedly to increase EXP by leveling up. While

leveling up, players can get various kinds of
helpful items, such as items that increase the
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hit rate of weapons, or items that decrease the
cost of items that are obtained as rewards

during battles." * "Players can form an army of
various units (Soldiers, Riders, Wizard, Demon,

or Caster) and set them on the battlefield. These
units are equipped with different weapons and

armor, and each has its own characteristic, such
as a high attack power or a high defense." *

ABOUT ELDEN FEMALE "The player can play a
female character. Female characters can be

customized to their hearts' content, by changing
their face, hair color, hairstyle, and other

details. All items that can be purchased for the
male character can be also purchased for the

female character." ABOUT TONTO
ENTERTAINMENT Tonto Entertainment, Inc. was
established in 2008, and operates in the fields

of game development and mobile game
production. The company is comprised of

development team members with experience in
game development and production at large

game companies, and has successively
produced the mobile game "Landing Striker!"
and the "Demon Blade" series of PC games.
Tonto Entertainment, Inc. is currently in the

production and release of the new game "DARK
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GATE!!" for the PC, which is a fantasy action
RPG that features online and asynchronous

multiplayer, and for Android and iOS devices.
For further information, please visit the

company's website at ABOUT VALVE Valve is an
online publishing company that creates and

publishes PC games, and Valve, Inc. is a
company in charge of the PC

Elden Ring Features Key:
The Lands Between

1. Explore a Vast World with Possible Adventures
2. Coordinate Strategy with Friends from Around the World
3. Fill Your Groove With the Journey of the Elden Oath

Character

1. Customize the Appearance of Your Character
2. Relive the Trilogy with a Backstory
3. Obtain Powerful Gear via Seamless Logistics
4. Unlock Skills to Become More Powerful

Background

1. A Story Rich in Conflict
2. Epic Drama in Story Fragments

Versus

1. Take on the Awe-Inspiring Theater of Challenges

Online Play: You and Your Friends Coordinate Strategy and Progress the Game
Asynchronous Online Play

ALL DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS IS OMNIPRESENT ONLINE.

Development team:

Dee-Gee Ryu, Producer (Visuals & System Art)

Hoon Jung Kim, Writer (SC Works)
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Charapedia

Elzeth Jinter, GUI Designer (SC Works)

Kifumaru Amakura, Illustrator (P.A.Works)

The Landseer & Steiner Studio

Support team:

@EldenGame (Twitter)

@Koos (Twitter)

@JD4US

Elden Ark

Offline play (one-on-one):

PC (WATASHI): rapt 
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"As promised, we're presenting a new fantasy RPG
based on J.R.R. Tolkien's novel "The Fellowship of
The Ring." So far I'm feeling that the game will be
considerably different from the other "Fellowship"
games released in the past years. It's an interesting
turn of events as "The Fellowship of The Ring" is
among my favorite Tolkien novels. And here comes
an RPG game base on this "game of power and
mysterious power." "Checking over these videos
was like going through a small RPG campaign. From
the initial feeling of the right-click menu to the
general view of the world, from the combat where
you had your success/failures to the defeat/finish of
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enemies. By the way, even if the game is "hands-
off," you still have to play through to the end and
once you defeat the boss, you get the story. "As a
matter of fact, one of the most important things in
this game is the story. You've seen a lot of games in
the "Fellowship of The Ring" series such as "The
Two Towers", "Return of The King", "Tales from Tom
Bombadil", and so on and so forth. However, those
games were filled with some liberties in order to
make them more "fantasy" and less based on
Tolkien's original story. What makes this game
different is that, other than a few tweaks here and
there, this game is actually based on Tolkien's
original source. "You can talk to anyone. The
characters are not introduced very slowly and it
actually follows Tolkien's book very closely. One
thing I noticed in this game is the character
introduction system that was new to me. As I
played the game and continue to come across new
and old characters who talk to you throughout your
journey, you can come back to them at a later time
and you can talk with them. In other words, at the
start of the game, you get more information about
who you are going to become in the story. So if you
want to hear more about the character, you can
visit him at a later time. That way, you don't have
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to read the script or the game manual. "I also like
the map. In fact, it is similar to the one from the old
games such as "The Two Towers", except it's
updated and it's much bigger. With the map, you'll
be able to see all of the areas in the world
bff6bb2d33
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Page 2 - Features > Game Content 1. Three Worlds
Collide 2. Characters 3. Techniques 4. Raid 5. Shop
6. Operations 7. Info on Changes to the Hero
Trainers 8. Security Page 3 - Skills, Weapons, and
Magic Skill-Related Information Weapon-Related
Information Magic-Related Information HIGHLIGHTS
Tips for leveling up your character Tips for using
your skills THE ELDEN RING GAME. The ELDEN RING
GAME ONLINE. In a fantasy world with a variety of
civilizations and zones, the story is told in
fragments as you journey across the Lands
Between. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace
to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and
become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. ※
Features 1. Three Worlds Collide 2. Characters 3.
Techniques 4. Raid 5. Shop 6. Operations 7. Info on
Changes to the Hero Trainers 8. Security Page 4 -
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Background 1. History 2. The Lands Between 3. The
Lands Between and the Lands Between 4. Music 5.
Characters 6. Character Design 7. Leveling 8. The
Elden Ring Game on the Internet 9. Game Operation
10. Game Security Page 5 - Game Introduction 1.
Where to Acquire Characters 2. How to Acquire
Characters 3. How to Acquire Hero Trainers 4. How
to Acquire Skill Points 5. How to Acquire Hero Skills
6. Game Operations 7. Raids 8. Shop 9. The Hero
Trainer Guide 10. Tips on Joining a Raid 11. The
Raid Map 12. Equipment 13. Shop Update 14. The
Shop 15. Game Update 16. Resources and other
Factors 17. Payment Information 18. Parts of the
Game 19. Parts of the Game 20. Advancements and
the Hero Trainer 21. Security Page 6 - Monster
Locations and Statistics Page 7 - Character
Locations and Statistics Page 8 - Hero Trainer
Locations and Statistics Page 9 - Character Abilities
and Skills ※ FAQs 1. How to acquire your first
character 2. How to create a new character 3. How
to train the basic weapon skills 4. How to train the
basic magic

What's new:

THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by
grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden
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Lord in the Lands Between. • A Vast World Full of Excitement A vast
world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge
dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are
seamlessly connected. As you explore, the joy of discovering
unknown and overwhelming threats await you, leading to a high
sense of accomplishment. • Create your Own Character In addition
to customizing the appearance of your character, you can freely
combine the weapons, armor, and magic that you equip. You can
develop your character according to your play style, such as
increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or
mastering magic. • An Epic Drama Born from a Myth A multilayered
story told in fragments. An epic drama in which the various thoughts
of the characters intersect in the Lands Between. • Unique Online
Play that Loosely Connects You to Others In addition to multiplayer,
where you can directly connect with other players and travel
together, the game supports a unique asynchronous online element
that allows you to feel the presence of others.

THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by
grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden
Lord in the Lands Between. • A Vast World Full of Excitement A vast
world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge
dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are
seamlessly connected. As you explore, the joy of discovering
unknown and overwhelming threats await you, leading to a high
sense of accomplishment. • Create your Own Character In addition
to customizing the appearance of your character, you can freely
combine the weapons, armor, and magic that you equip. You can
develop your character according to your play style, such as
increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or
mastering magic. • An Epic Drama Born from a Myth A multilayered
story told in fragments. An epic drama in which the various thoughts
of the characters intersect in the Lands Between. • Unique Online
Play that Loosely Connects You to Others In addition to multiplayer,
where you can directly connect with other players and travel
together, the game supports a unique asynchronous online element
that allows you to feel the presence of others.

o Yes, it does 
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U.S. Pat. No. 3,581,005 of Gerber and Asbeck
discloses an electrohydraulic safety brake for
small bicycles in which the brake shoes are
held against the disc rotors by reaction
springs. Brake fluid pressure is applied to the
springs through valves controlled by control
cables. U.S. Pat. No. 3,636,634 of Knaup,
Gerber and Asbeck discloses an
electrohydraulic braking system in which the
braking force is applied by a magnetically
actuated solenoid which is mechanically
linked to the brake lever by a bell crank. The
brake is applied by pressing the brake pedal
on the front of the pedal crank with the upper
part of the leg. The brake releases by
depressing the rear brake pedal, thus
releasing the wheel brakes by mechanical
linkage. U.S. Pat. No. 3,960,645 of Gerber and
Asbeck discloses an electrohydraulic braking
system including a master cylinder with two
valve chambers, both of which act as pressure
chambers for urging the brake shoes against
the brake disc rotors. One of the chambers is
actuated by a pedal, and the other is actuated
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by a slave cylinder containing a conventional
hydraulic valve that is actuated by a pedal. A
second master cylinder operates in parallel
with the first master cylinder, including a
brake modulating valve having a mechanism
for applying pressure to one brake shoe at a
time. U.S. Pat. No. 4,176,847 of Franks,
Johnson and Songer discloses an
electrohydraulic braking system in which the
pedal is mechanically linked to a lever having
a piston operating a slave cylinder which
applies brake fluid pressure to the brake
mechanism. A special master cylinder is
connected to the slave cylinder by a bypass
passage, and is not employed to apply
pressure to both of the brake shoes
simultaneously. U.S. Pat. No. 4,180,209 of
Franks, Johnson and Songer discloses an
electrohydraulic braking system in which both
brake pedals are mechanically linked to a
common lever. The lever is actuated by a
slave cylinder which applies pressure to the
brake mechanism, and the system includes
separate master cylinders for applying pedal
pressure to each of the brakes. U.S. Pat. No.
4,440,314 of Bernstein discloses an
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electrohydraulic braking system in which an
independent pedal is operatively connected to
the master cylinder to apply the rear brake in
the event that the front brake fails.
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Windows 7 SP1 or later DirectX®11 1 GB RAM (2
GB recommended) 2 GB VRAM 1 GHz processor
Internet connection Gamepad Multitap for
keyboard Instruction Manual Hello everyone,I'm
happy to announce that, my second game: Belly
Shoot has been released! I hope you'll like it.If
you have any problems, please contact me using
the Steam support system.You can find the files
on: Steam store page For more information,
check out the official website
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